The island and reef area route planning is a sophisticated multi-objective combinatorial optimization problem. Meta-heuristics showed success in solving some optimizations and recently various efforts have been directed to hybridize elements from different meta-heuristics and search methods. This paper presents a scan searching method to initiate navigable path as for the original path, adopt the improved genetic algorithms to adjust the path finally get the optimal result. The performance of the proposed algorithms is compared. Using the single heuristics for solving the same problem. Experimental result indicated that the improved genetic algorithm both in the efficiency of search, convergence speed and the final results have certain superiority.
Introduction
With the development of the global shipping industry, sea transport has become the main means of transportation of bulk cargo. Taking account into the requirements of protecting the environment and saving transportation costs, many port constructions have gradually extended to the sea, some islands and reef have been established to become the port [1] . Previously the ship making through the island area only depends on captain's experience, manually make the routing plan. Now with the increasing frequency of reef area ship sailing, the workload and guarantee the safety of navigation becomes a huge challenge for the mariner.
Reef area can be divided into two categories [2] : which is the coral molting remains such as the South China Sea Islands area, second is composed of rocky islands such as Zhoushan. This paper takes the Zhoushan islands as an example. The feature as followed:
(1) The sailing door is too discretionary to beyond the optimal capability of the normal artificial route planning;
(2) The channel is narrow and tortuous., the density of fishing boat and obstacles is especially notable, in terms of this, append the steering angle factor to the fitness function; (3) Enough navigation targets are available; (4) The distance from obstacle is relatively close, [3] it is easy that generate bank attract and push effect, on account of this taking the safe distance factor into the fitness function; (5) At night, the influence of the crew's vision is greatly, and it will be easy causing the psychological fear of the crew.
As for the ship route planning problem, especially in the special restricted water area, the study of route planning is relatively rare, and the system is not yet formed.
Wang Zhu [4] first raise the intelligent algorithm based on the binary tree to generate route, which makes up the route in the formation of defects, improve the quality of route planning, but the treatment for obstacles binary tree bypass scheme is not perfect, the calculation efficiency is too low.
Wang Ying, Liu Weiting [5] proposed a route planning method based on improved ant colony algorithm, the improved artificial drawing route is time-consuming, not accurate enough and restricted range of applications and other issues, but the computational cost of the ant colony algorithm is too high, the cost of data requires a lot of supports, also let stagnation phenomenon occur easily.
Zou Chunming and Zhao Junchao [6] present based on punishment PSO method to handle the route planning multi-constraint group bridge waters, but as for the obstacle, which is simply abstracted into cylindrical longitudinal equal intervals, the simple route planning problem of the ship into the extremal problem of multi-dimensional function, but the conflict characteristics and obstacle path smoothing group bridge requirements, it is prone to local minimum or search stagnation.
Bandyopadhyay [7] proposed simulated annealing based multi-optimizer, but need to grasp the step accuracy of this problem, the division is too coarse, cannot find the optimal solution, the division is too fine, the amount of calculation is too large.
The choice of an appropriate algorithm is the core problem with the routing plan. The genetic algorithm is a heuristic search method with excellent global-search ability and the characteristics of multi-objective implicit parallel computing. Most of the optimization algorithms are single point searching algorithm. It is easy falling into the local optimal solution, and the genetic algorithm is a kind of multi-point searching algorithm, which is more likely to search the global optimal solution. [8] genetic algorithm in the overall search process is different from the deformable object of the greedy algorithm so in the optimization calculated using the shock search not depend on the gradient of the problem, But the standard genetic algorithm has its inherent defects, such as premature convergence, poor local search ability and so on. In view of these problems, this paper has made the improvement:
(1) Take the elitism selection into the GA; (2) Expand the search population during initialize the population; (3) Using the scan searching method to get the original navigable path cut down the initial blindness searching phase; (4) The crossover operator on the same path of a single gene has been evaluated to protect the good genome from interruption;
(5) The mutation operator is improved. The delete and insert operators introduced, to enhance the local search ability.
The experimental results show that the improved genetic algorithm has a beneficial effect on the optimization of the ship movement path. Figure out the best route under the less time, reduce the workload of the officer on duty, ease the psychological pressure, so that they will take more attention to the ship manoeuvring. The perfect island area route planning is the key to improve the navigation safety island area. With the development of automatic control technique, the route planning combined with automatic control technology can improve the reef waters automatic navigation system.
Problem description
Use Vessel route planning refers to under the specific sailing environment search for the optimized path for the time saving and limiting the fuel consumption and safety. Traverse the path between the source and destination points. Solve this class of problem can be further explored. At the meanwhile, the shipping environment of the reef area is more complex than the common open coastal waters. There are many obstructions exist and the waterway is too narrow and tortuous to manoeuvre the vessel goes through it. Under a large number of constraints, the use of genetic algorithm optimization is a very suitable to solve the problem of this type of strategy.
Description of the improved GA core
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Representation
Each individual belongs to the chromosome contains a sequence of positive integers representing the node IDs through which a path passes. Every route of a chromosome is variable and range has been settled equal to the number of reefs all obstacle vertex coordinates plus the addition of the number that the human selected must be through. Each gene represents a route followed by the order from the previous to the encoding of the path point, such as 38->2->5->7 represents from 38 through 2 and then after 5 finally reached 7 position. The first path points for the initial point and the last path point for the end of the point have been locked to the source and destination, unable to carry out other operations. Fig. 1 shows that in the Initialization phase using the scan searching method generate the original by setting a ray from the source to the destination to find the first obstruct and rotate the ray clockwise and anti-clockwise to avoid the obstruction. By this way over and over again can be got several navigable paths as the original generation. The rest of populations randomly generated. Because of the irregularity of the obstacle, the number of feature points is a lot. In addition to, population encoding capacity are the obstacles of all the number, but in fact ship cannot go through all of the points, so there is a fifty percent rate to set zero. At the same time, the fixed part of the journey is divided into 5 stages, each of which is adapted to the local judgment. 
Scan searching Initialization

Fitness evaluation
The fitness function is proposed to evaluate 3 parameters (distance, steering and going through the officer settle point) indicated that a higher fitness represent a more desirable gene. the voyage journey compared with the total path length was the voyage element evaluation function.
Aiming at the F1, F2 take the Non dimensional treatment.
Ultimately the fitness function.
AK: Kth way point steering angle. PK: Kth point be marked by the officer Di: the distance from the WPi to the WPi-1 N: the sum of path real point number if the path cross any obstacles , otherwise
Elitism selection and roulette wheel
Elitism selection is used to save the Top 5 individuals into the next generation, others taking the roulette selection the higher fitness, the higher ability P(i) survival, the survival Equation (7) shows that the rate function.
: the fitness of ith individual.
Crossover
Crossover occurs under a certain probability of Pc, and the cross forms are divided into three types: (1) select two paths. Search for the two populations of the same path point or near as the intersection point at the overlap point;
(2) select two populations in random bits directly to do cross operation to produce new gene; (3) adopt the method of preserving the high evaluation gene fragment to avoid breaking the excellent gene.
Mutation
Variation occurs under a certain probability of Pm, and there are four forms of variation:
(1) select a population of a certain number of random changes; (2) select a non-zero point direct delete (3) select populations of two not zero point to do the position swap; (4) selected a location in the population into a random adjacent point.
Termination
(1) Reached generation limit; (2) Sum of the difference between Individual fitness less than 5*10-5.
Implementation
Data preparation
Obstacle data preparation
For use of the genetic algorithm to figure out the optimal path, firstly voyage involved all of the obstacles are abstracted into the polygons, and accurately extract the coordinate of the vertices of the polygon. Based on the S57 ECDIS platform abstract the selected obstacles into the polygon vertex coordinates which are output. To facilitate the display and marking, the S57 data has been transformed from the Mercator projection to Cartesian coordinates.
Mercator projection transformation formula as follows: 
Safety distance determination
The purpose of route planning is to save time and shorten the path, but the premise is to ensure that the route must be safe. The path planning of island area is different from the other, the water depth is too shallow, it is also will be regarded as obstacles. In order to ensure that the optimal solution is the safety path, set a minimum safe distance R showed as the figure 3 by route planning is to set the obstacle vertex to the shortest distance of the planning route is greater than or equal to R. The choice of R has to follow the crew of the normal navigation habits [9] [10] . If sailing in the narrow waters, the location set in deep-water spot as far as possible, the minimum safety distance of the reef not less than one ship length. 
Algorithm validation
This paper selected a reef area of Zhoushan islands as the test waters. Regional barrier reefs are in line with the experimental requirements. According to the proved genetic algorithm presented in the paper, the author uses Visual Studio 2015 C++ encoding operations, procedures set ship plan from the initial point A (122°02.′9929E 29°58.′4437N) position through the reef area sailing to the end of B (122°08.′5214E,29°59.′0985N). Which adapt to the weight value function as followed: (12) Chromosome length is 542 Choice P14 as the officer settle point Pc generated Randomly between (0.7-0.9) Pm generated Randomly between (0.03-0.07) The population number of each algorithm is set to 100. At the same time, the ant colony algorithm, simulated annealing algorithm, the standard genetic algorithm and the improved genetic algorithm in this paper running two times to be compared.
Result
From table 1 and figure 4 show that the ant colony algorithm coat 13.7605 seconds on average, iterative convergence curve after 28.5th generation, but the convergence of the average fitness value is 0.00952012565; the artificial annealing algorithm cost 35.0032 seconds on average, during 64.5th generation curve iterative convergence; improved genetic algorithm consume 19.16875 seconds, after the 40th generation iteration curve convergence, the convergence fitness value is 0.0175782311. The standard genetic algorithm consumes 30.6301 seconds, after the 61st generation iteration curve convergence, the convergence fitness value is 0.016297119. After comparing the results, it can be seen that the search efficiency of ant colony algorithm is relatively low, and when the pheromone is insufficient to guide the ant colony, the ant system will break down. Artificial annealing frequently re-heating to avoid fall into the local minimum, but some not necessary return step let the searching speed reduce, the convergence process is too long; the standard genetic algorithm local search ability is poor, which will be 
Conclusion
In order to enhance the safety of the island area for the purpose of route planning as a starting point, analysis of reef obstacles as well as the waters' environmental characteristics, the establishment of fitness function evaluation model. Based on the improved genetic algorithm, through the electronic chart platform obstacle extraction key points on reefs area navigation path planning, to solve the path planning problem over a wide range of island area, reduce the previous experience of artificial defects by Captain route planning to ease the pressure on duty, through the actual data to verify the feasibility of the method. For the future of the autonomous navigation system of reef waters provides theoretical support.
